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SC19 Reproducibility Chair

‣ Artifact Description appendix required 

‣ Artifact Description & Evaluation Appendices track 

‣ Reproducibility Challenge track 

‣ Journal Special Issue track 

Expanded this year to encompass  
the concerns of Transparency…



Thanks!

Mike Heroux Beth PlaleMichela Taufer



‣ July 2017 Workshop on 
Reproducibility Taxonomies for 
Computing and Computational 
Science, NSF 

‣ Barba, Lorena A. (2017): Science 
Reproducibility Taxonomy. 
figshare. Presentation. https://
doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.5248273.v1  

‣ Barba, L. A. (2018). Terminologies 
for reproducible research. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:1802.03311. 

‣ Heroux, M. A., Barba, L., Parashar, 
M., Stodden, V., & Taufer, M. 
(2018). Toward a Compatible 
Reproducibility Taxonomy for 
Computational and Computing 
Sciences (No. 
SAND2018-11186). Sandia 
National Lab.(SNL-NM). https://
doi.org/10.2172/1481626





Co-Chairs: Lorena A. Barba, Gerry Grenier (IEEE), Wayne Graves (ACM). Mike Heroux was also a member.

Sent a letter to the ACM 
Publications Board in 
July 2019…



‣Study mandated by Congress  
(Janurary 2017) 

‣commissioned by the NSF to The 
National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) 

‣15 experts convened 

‣18 months of in-person meetings, 
teleconferences, commissioned 
papers, deliberations, writing 

‣ report released 7 May 2019

http://doi.org/c5jp



‣Reproducibility is obtaining consistent 
results using the same input data, 
computational steps, methods, and 
code, and conditions of analysis. 

‣Replicability is obtaining consistent 
results across studies aimed at 
answering the same scientific question, 
each of which has obtained its own 
data.

http://doi.org/c5jp





SC16 panel on Reproducibility and Repeatability



Part 2 
 
Insights on transparent, 
reproducible HPC research





Frontera, TACC
Latest round of allocations (Oct. 25), 15 projects

‣ Four in astronomy and astrophysics 

‣ Four projects are machine-learning or AI-focused 

‣ Three in weather or climate modeling 

‣ Four in: volcanology/mantle mechanics, molecular dynamics simulations 
of ion channels, quantum physics in materials science, and one 
engineering project in fluid-structure interactions



Weather and climate modeling
Projects of high consequence to society

‣ E.g., interaction of aerosols caused by industrial activity with clouds, 
which can end up composed of smaller droplets, become more 
reflective, resulting in a cooling effect on climate. 

‣ Frontera allocation:  
Michael Pritchard, UC Irvine

NASA image by Robert Simmon



Machine learning applications
New challenges in transparency and provenance

‣ E.g., trade-off between accuracy of prediction and model interpretability, 
to make ML more applicable in clinical and public health settings 

‣ Frontera allocation: David Benkeser (Emory University)

Icons from the Noun Project



Classic HPC science applications
Four out of fifteen projects

‣ E.g., materials science, geophysics, and 
fluid mechanics — practices vary broadly  

‣ All benefit from prospective data 
management, better software engineering, 
and more automated workflows!



Q: how could the merit review of these 
projects nudge researchers towards 
greater transparency and reproducibility? 



released on September 15, 2020

‣ full service in 2013 

‣ 35 billion core-hour equivalents 

‣ 32 projects in space science 

‣ 20 in geoscience 

‣ 45 in physics and engineering 
 
…and many more.

2019 Blue Waters Annual Report



Data repository

‣ funded by the European Union's 
Framework Programs for 
Research 

‣ operated by CERN, largest high-
energy physics laboratory of the 
world 

‣ hosts any kind of data, under any 
license type (including closed-
access)

Zenodo.org





Kathryn Huff, UIUC



— modeling and simulation of nuclear reactors and fuel cycles, combining multiple 
physics and multiple scales, with the goal of improving design of nuclear reactors in 
terms of performance and safety 
— developed two software packages: Moltres, Saltproc







Challenges for reproducing the results
—code and data was public

‣ Lack of a single public repository with all the information needed 

‣ Needed access to unpublished notes 

‣ Version of the code used in the analysis not documented 

‣ Wcript used to make the final figure was not released 

‣ documented workflow queried proprietary servers to access data



Part 3 
 
Science policy trends







NASEM Recommendations
For various stakeholders

‣ …researchers, journals and conferences, professional societies, academic 
institutions and national laboratories, and funding agencies 

‣ Recommendation 6–9:  

‣ grant applications should discuss how they will assess and report 
uncertainties, and how the proposed work will address reproducibility 
and/or replicability issues 

‣ funders should use reproducibility and replicability in the merit-review 
criteria of grant proposals



Sandia National Laboratory
Laboratory Directed Research & Development grants

‣ proposers must include statements on how the 
project will address transparency and reproducibility 

‣ discussed in the proposal review and a factor in the 
decision-making 

‣ some teams are performing at a high level: artifact 
appendix for every publication

Mike Heroux, Senior 
Scientist at Sandia

Thanks!



NSF proposals
Slow but steady change in expectations

‣ Section on results from prior funding: 
requires here a listing of publications from prior 
awards, and  
“…evidence of research products and their 
availability, including …data [and] software.” 

‣ Dear Colleague Letter on Open Science for Research 
Data: NSF PAR to accept metadata records; artifacts 
must have a DOI 
"Data reporting will initially be voluntary." Beth Plale

Thanks!



Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP)
Request for Information, Feb. 2020

‣ The MIT Libraries public response: 

‣ Policies that default to open sharing for data and code, with opt-out 
exceptions available [for special cases]… 

‣ Providing incentives for sharing of data and code, including supporting 
credentialing and peer-review; and encouraging open licensing. 

‣ Recognizing data and code as “legitimate, citable products of research” 
and providing incentives and support for systems of data sharing and 
citation…



National Institutes of Health (NIH)
New policy on data management and sharing announced Oct. 29

‣ Requires researchers to plan prospectively for managing and sharing 
scientific data openly, saying:  
 
"we aim to shift the culture of research to make data sharing 
commonplace and unexceptional.” 

‣ Takes effect January 2023



Allocations of computing time
NSF science and allocation awards are separate

‣ Allocation Submission Guideline: intellectual merit, 
methodology, research plan and resource request, 
and efficient use of the computational resources 

‣ not tied to performance, but to scale 

‣ responsible stewardship via collaboration between PIs 
and the facility staff 

‣ collection of system-wide performance data with 
TACC-Stats

John West, TACC 
Director of 
Strategic Initiatives

Thanks!



Opportunities
For cyber-infrastructure providers to lead

1.workflow-management/system monitoring to also supply automated 
provenance capture 

2.expert staff at the facility broaden researcher support to include advice 
and training in transparency and reproducibility matters 

3.cyber-infrastructure facilities could expand their training initiatives to 
include essential skills for reproducible research 

4.small bump in allocation to engage in R&R activities?



Part 4 
 
Next steps for HPC



SC Transparency & Reproducibility initiative
Innovative, early efforts to gradually raise the expectations

‣ 2020 Community sentiment survey: 90% are aware of the issues around 
reproducibility; 15% thought the concerns are exaggerated 

‣ People are consulting the artifact appendices of technical papers 

‣ We are better prepared to adapt to raising expectations from funders, 
publishers, and readers



During a pandemic crisis
Another exponential spread: open science

‣ Covid-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) 

‣ COVID-19 Molecular Structure and Therapeutics Hub, MolSSI



During a pandemic crisis
Another exponential spread: open science



Sharing Biomolecular Simulation Data for COVID-19
Commitments

‣ to making results available quickly via pre-prints; 

‣ to make available input files, model-building and analysis scripts (e.g., 
Jupyter notebooks), and data necessary to reproduce the results; 

‣ to use open data-sharing platforms to make available results as quickly as 
possible; 

‣ to share algorithms and methods in order to accelerate reuse and innovation;  

‣ to apply permissive open-source licensing strategies.

Ahem… my Reproducibility PI Manifesto, 2012



Incentives and norms
Social epistemology of science

‣ Mertonian norms (for sharing widely the results of research) are 
supported by both economic and ethical factors 

‣ Social norms require a predominant normative expectation 

‣ Researchers are sensitive to credit incentives 

"Give sufficient credit for whatever one would like to see shared ... 
and scientists will indeed start sharing it.”  

— Heesen, Phil. Sci.84:698, 2017



In HPC settings
A blend of incentives and norms

‣ we can hardly ever reproduce results: machine access, cost, and effort 

‣ consider especially the applications of high consequence to society 

‣ support researchers with infrastructure 

‣ arrive at a level of maturity to achieve the goal of trustworthy 
computational evidence, not by actually exercising the open research 
objects (artifacts) shared by authors (data and code), but by a research 
process that ensures unimpeachable provenance.


